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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the 14th edition of ‘The Chronicle’ for the 
2019-20 academic year!

And it’s been very eventful - despite being disruptive!

We started off as usual and midway through the second 
term we in Malaysia got hit with what was to become the 
global Covid-19 pandemic that originated from China in 
December 2019. 

As you flip through the pages of this latest edition of ‘The Chronicle’, you will find 
that despite the school closure happening due to the Covid-19 pandemic that lasted 
through to the end of the academic year, learning and activities continued remotely. 

Noble prize Winner and the famous theoretical Physicist, Albert Einstein said that 
“Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.” Living 
through the pandemic has been a huge learning and training experience for us all. 

First lesson I hope that you, our students have learnt that the opportunity to go to 
school and acquire knowledge with your friends is a blessing. It is not guaranteed to 
most of the children in the world, but sometimes we take it for granted. I hope you have 
taken this time to reflect and recognize how much you love being with each other despite 
your differences.

Secondly, learning should be self-motivating, with teachers acting as guides or mentors. 

Thirdly, our Year 11s experienced cancelled school leaving examinations (IGCSE). 
Unprecedented, yes but it happened. Lesson learnt, not to leave learning till the last 
minute, as the examinations board asked the teachers to give evidence based grades to 
all the registered candidates.

Lastly, the world changes quickly. This global crisis is a great reminder that the world 
is moving more towards virtual learning and working spaces, and if our students are 
not able to adapt, they will be left behind. Our teachers learnt and adapted quickly to 
the virtual learning space and continued guiding and motivating you remotely. 

So Happy Reading & Reminiscing about this “unusual” year that will go down in 
History Books as the Year of the Pandemic!

Principal's Note
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School Captain

Aparna Prasad

I joined Tanarata in Year 7 but it seems 
like just yesterday. It has been everything 
I expected and more! I had the most excit-
ing five years of  my school life here! I had 
the luck of  being part of  all the yearly ac-
tivities which Tanarata is famous for like 
Halloween, Christmas, Comic-Con, etc. 

The Year 2019 started off  at a wonderful 
note for me, by getting selected as the 
School Captain. It brought with it a set of  
responsibilities, new commitments and 
lots of  hard work. I must thank all the 
teachers and my peers for believing in me 
and for giving me the opportunity for this. 
I would also like to thank my Vice- Cap-

tain, Resyifa Mahayu Diaz and the Heads, Fabian, Ryusei and Keesha as well as 
all the prefects for giving me endless support and help throughout my tenure as 
Captain. I believe that I was able to carry out my duties without fear or favour with 
their assistance whom I could trust and rely on. 

Being a Captain was definitely an adventure and a learning process from the 
beginning to end. From being tasked with conducting the Teacher’s day perfor-
mances, to making decisions without being biased, it was difficult to juggle multi-
ple tasks at once, but with the proper guidance and help from my teachers, I was 
able to handle it all. I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the teachers 
for always devoting their time and supporting us throughout the years. They have 
helped mould me into who I am today. 

As I look back on the last five years, I realise how lucky I have been to receive so 
many opportunities and become a part of  the Tanarata family. I will miss taking 
part in competitions and school plays which were some of  the highlights of  my 
time here in school. I am forever grateful that I was able to join this school and 
create some beautiful friendships. It makes me sad to face the fact that I now 
have to leave my comfort zone and venture out into the world. I am confident that 
I will carry the Tanaratian spirit and continue to be a responsible person. The 
friendships, bonds and memories I made in this school will always be cherished.
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Vice Captain

Resyifa Mayahu Diaz

With my few days left here as a student of Tanarata 
International School, I would gladly take this op-
portunity to express my thoughts and feelings. Sit-
ting down, at this late hour, behind the screen, has 
made me realize how much this school has shaped 
me into the better, more responsible and more dis-
ciplined person that I am today. 

I remember entering Tanarata back in 2010 barely 
speaking this foreign language that I can now speak 
fluently. Getting to grow up in such a diverse, affec-
tionate and optimistic environment and being able 
to graduate not only with the magnificent memo-
ries I’ve created with my fellow friends but also to be given a chance to be the Vice-School Cap-
tain, has truly been a great experience. These experiences that have indirectly taught me how to 
lead is truly a blessing in disguise. Starting from something small like leading a group of students 
for numerous group projects in primary, further developing that skill whilst leading the Romans 
cheer team to victory in Year 9, and closing the chapter by representing and leading the school 
as its vice captain.

It has been a wonderful journey spent in this school. Although some days can put me in the 
slumps, the teachers have always been by our side. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for 
guiding and supporting us through thick and thin, listening to us whenever we needed someone 
to listen to, teaching us like no other could and to provide all of us a second home that we will 
always hold dearly in our hearts.

Tanarata is a place that has pushed me to my limits hence, allowing me to discover parts of me 
that I didn’t know existed. I’d also like to thank all my friends for making my nine years in Tanara-
ta an enjoyable and an unforgettable roller-coaster; from the school trips, plays, tournaments, 
to even last minute team presentation and group studies, have all been worth it because of you 
guys. To my juniors, do experience and enjoy what the school has to offer to the fullest before it’s 
too late. I am eternally grateful to have spent my school life as a student of Tanarata.
       
Thank you for the life-changing, extraordinary experience!
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Editorial Board

Tai Jia Herng
Co-Editor

Asmath Ramiza
Editor

Thanmaya Bharadwaj
Co-Editor

I never expected I would see my name written here as a Head Editor, 
but surprisingly, here it is now. I’m very honoured to be the person 
holding this title and I’m thankful for the trust Ms Malathi has put in 
me by giving me this opportunity. This year, in short, has been and 
probably will be full of unprecedented challenges, starting from a 
global pandemic that has shaken the world now to a great movement 
fighting for the stop of systematic racism. Being stuck in our homes 
has only made this journey of organizing the magazine all the more 
challenging, but I’m happy to say we have had wonderful guidance 
from our helpful teachers; Ms Malathi, Ms Sandhya, Ms Moshmi and 
Ms Karisma as well as my co editors who always seem to know how 
to get us back to track, the passionate members of the magazine team 
and of course, the overall community of Tanarata School.  

To be given such a responsibility is an honour. One I took with great pride 
and effort, our team along with the heads and teachers gave in their all 
to make sure the magazine could be the best version of itself as it could 
be and I could not have done it without a talented set of individuals who 
sacrificed so much to put this out. I am eternally grateful to be able to lead 
and manage my fellow schoolmates and though there were hard times 
through sheer commitment and dedication we made it possible. We hope 
you enjoy the magazine as much as we did making it. I have been able to 
learn lots and it was an absolute pleasure meeting deadlines and guiding 
my team mates. 

Thank you! 

‘With great power comes great responsibility.’ Although many famous 
people had used this proverb in various situations, I never believed in 
it until I became one of the heads for the Chronicle of the year 2019-20. 
Being a head in the Magazine Committee comes with its set of responsi-
bilities but that sense of achievement upon seeing the Chronicle in your 
hands as one of its editors brings a sheer feeling of satisfaction. I would 
like to thank the Heads, the amazing team of students we worked with 
and of course, the teachers, Ms Malathi, Ms Karisma, Ms Moushumi and 
Ms Sandhya who collectively worked to make this Chronicle a reality. 

Enjoy readers! 

Thank you everyone who cooperated with us during these difficult times to help us bring this 
wonderful archive of the year to you and I hope when you look through these pages, you’re 
reminded of all the good times we’ve shared here together. 

4 2019-20
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Editorial Team

Maia Norhafiz, Tiffany Wong Weng Yan, Aarthi Elayna Fernandez, 
Cezorio J. Konsoh, Tai Jia Herng @ jerry, Asmath Ramiza, H. S .  V . 
Thanmaya Bharadwaj Puvvada, Manav Sital Jethwani, Zachary Teh 
Rui Ming, Hemisha M. Ganesh Kumar

Ashta Vyshnavi Rej, Natalea Tan Ho Le Xuan, Ms Sandhya Nagar, Ms 
Mousumi Nigam, Ms Malathi, Mrs Barnali Guha, Pn Mashuri Marzahan, 
Ms ZaiFeeda, Ian Sua Li Ze, Muhammad Keywafiata Diaz, Asfaq Luthfi-
ya Kuthubtheen

Sitting left to right :

Standing left to right :
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Year 1 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Anne Freeman

Aarav Gathani

Chang Rui Ze

Nga Ze Paul

Adithri Abhilash

Chong Ee Bor

Ni Made Nanda 
Aurelia

Akul Bangalore 
Aratish

Hazrat Hafez

Pranavi Gatla

Arunav Rajib
Biswas

Janani Sura

Avika Mishra

Lim Jin Jie
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Year 1 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Adrienne Josef

Alyssa Revindran

Ho Zheng Yang

Magishaa 
Doraisingam

Aneesh
Vaideeswaran

Khok Ray Sheng

Ridhima Biswas

Atharva Abhijit
Lattoo

Koo Mayko

Rishaan Biswas

Confido John
Konsoh

Lee Shuen Zhong

Eunice Kwan En Qi

Lishvaan Varooun 
Thavaraj
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Year 2 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Maureen Hussein

Aadesh Sreejit

Chinmay Khanna

Modhita Kumra

Tan Ken Jun

Aarvika
Krishnakanth

Henry Chai Xiang

Nura Norhafiz

Tanmayi Poola

Aarya Suresh

Isaac Neethia Raj

Saathvik Payyavula

Vihaan Praful
Attavar

Arini Erlina
Delisia

Jasper Wan 
Chung Hin

Santosh Raman

Vorenica Ann
Kaveena

Arnav Rajesh

Karthigeyan
Mugunthan

Sharifah Nuha
Alanna
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Year 2 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Sakunthala Jeyaraman

Aditya Mehrotra

Hrithikeshva 
Krishna Raj

Leila Iman 
Mohammed Faiz

Siddharth Krishna 
Mantry

Adrushya Kuhan

Hwang Yejun

Mandeep Kaur

Simrah Mannan

Anjali Usha
Gathani

Jayden Ng Kai Wen

Mandeera Kaur 
Jaspaljeet Singh

Zayn Shvant
Shannon

Arsal Zamee 
Choudhury

Kartheegeyyann 
Tinakaran

Sai Pranav
Rajesh Babu

Chang Xong Han

Kirren Velan

Savit Tiwari
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Year 3 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Seema Dodwad

Amartyan Prakash

Kaeleb Aarav
Fernandez

Pradyun Reddy 
Chintala

Yashmitta 
Balasubramaniam

Chong Min Xuan

Lim Tze Han

Sammie Foong

Yashvi Amol
Chougule

Ethan Tai Jia Him

Manjusha Nunepalli

Sarah Alyson
Paul Devadoss

Gsanii Ekaa
Saravanan

Nazran Amina

Syed Arsalan
Ahmed

Jeong Chaein Rahul 
Mahendran

Nurul Azra

Tanuj Abhinav
Lanka
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Year 3 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Deepa Lakhiani

Adam Rudi
Herklots

Chelsea Janani
James

Krishika Naulia

Siri Purushotham

Althea Enriquez 
Sahurda

Gnanasritha Reddy 
Settipi

Lee E Jayne

Tihami Araaz
Tumon

Ananya Joshi

Hrishikesh Rana 
Prakash Rana

Navya Kannamma
Sri Kribanandan

Umaiza Binte Akhtar Zhang Junxian

Anushka Selva
Rajah

Jyotirmay Sameer 
Kamath

Saw Xin Ying

Arnav Nishanth
Chemmangattuvalappil

Keshav Ari
Fernandez

Shaswata
Magendran
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Year 4 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Mousumi Nigam

Aarav Ranjeet
Bapat

Ayan Tripathi

Lim Yu Han

Saanvi Naveen Kana

Abhishikha
Choudhury

Elliot Eathan Lim

Marvin Sandhu

Sharraniyah Shriee 
Krishnan

Ada Asif

Haniya Jafar Abdulla 
Mohamed Usman

Meha Sithara
Suresh

Yap Him

Alysha Lie Yu Yin

Jayshanan
Santra Sagaran

Raahul Navindran

Anjika Singh
Rathore

Julian Asher
Daniel

Reyansh Spoorthi 
Devaramane

Aoi Gonja

Lee Jiayi

Ryan Evra Ram
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Year 4 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Latha Sreedharan

Aarav Anderson

Gavinesh Pillay
S P Pravendran

Mohamed Irfan Faeq 
Mohd Fitri

Shenal Samiru
Karunapeli

Aarush Baranwal

Jarreth Wan
Chung Ing

Mohamed Zayan 
Faizul Mohamed

Suriya Mudiyanselage 
Gayani Indupa
Pemarathne

Ajinkya Amol
Sawaikar

Keisha Gupta

Nina George

Thaenusyaa
Thavaraj

Branden Ezra Ram

Koo Tanya

Pugazh Felicia
Immanuvel 

Yap Soon Wei

Clarisse Lim Li En

Kush Gupta

Ram Chinmaya Pranav 
Bharadwaj Puvvada

Elise Kwan En Yu

Lim Huei Ernn

Rehaan Adil
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Year 5 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Devi Punitham

Abhinav
Balasubramanian

Jo Chai Yu

Mohammad Farzan 
Khan

Terrance Lee
Hong Ze

Ayden Joshua
Edmonds

Joel Wong Zhen Yew

Nga Xin Yu

Vijit Mishra

Daania Nadyne 
Hartanto

Kanishka Devi
Kumarvel

Sai Chiranjeev 
Divyesh

Deeksha Sura

Kashish Alam

Sharvatha
Magendran

Duncan Chow
Qi Feng

Lee E Jay

Shawn Vinnesh 
Maheswaran
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Year 5 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Jasmin Ashraf Ali

Abhignya Evangeline 
Pitla

Hariponmahalakshmi 
Deepak

Mahaveer Singh 
Jaspaljeet Singh

Surhuthee
Doraisingam

Ahn Hongjae

Kashhveii Mayuren

Md Tanzim Hossain
Samin

Tanish Aditya Lanka

Anshuman Das

Khok Ti Sheng

Muhammad
Ingkubharata Diaz

Wong Yut Wil

Dheeraj Reddy
Sirigiri

Koo Kenji

Nikhel Kumar
Krishna Kumar

Hana Norhafiz

Le-Anne Loy
See Shuen

Sophia Enriquez 
Sahurda
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Year 6 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Faezah Teh

Akshainie
Somanadhan

Chang Pei Xuan

Lim Tze Hin

Salma
Mohd Zafri

Akshath Manesh

Cordelia Jasmin 
Polko

Manisha Shriya

Sherisa Joji

Ankita

Erica Yong
Jing Lynn

Raehan Oliver Ahmad 
Mohd Sabbir Ahmad

Sheshank Thota

Anshul Bangalore 
Aratish

Jerald Tan Yit Hon

Raffidz Zachary
Soh

Tiffany Manivannan

Archit Bharat Oke

Lakshman
Logaswaran

Rebecca
Polachirackal Abraham

Bhargav Rana 
Prakash Rana

Lim Ni Hui

Saket Sampathkumar 
Sabbineni
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Year 6 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Hiramani Lall

Abigail Carolyn 
Chelliah

Dhanush Gopinath

Lakshman Mohan

Sanjiive
Balasubramaniam

Akkash Dharren Rej

Goh Xin Tian

Luke Neel
Kavanagh

Sena Kobuke

Anastasia
Manivannan

Hwang Yeseong

Rachelann Marie 
Hashini

Shanice Lee En Yi

Anushka Visuvan

Jack Chai Jie

Rayyan Muneer
Babar

Ashi Mishra

Kim Heeseo

Raza Abbas

Daashan Pillay
S P Pravendran

Kohana Singh

Salwa Aisyah
Hartanto
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Year 7 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Farah Hanan

Ariana Marie
Jayasuria

Deepesh Raj

Jyotirmay Prashant 
Vyas

Sriram Menon

Chang Hyojun

Erin Danya
Fabian

Lim Jay Yen

Suhayla Rabab 
Choudhury

Charanya Visakan

Gan Wei Cher

Ng Shi Yee

Tarini Gupta

Chong Kai Jun

Jennifer Jegan

Putri Inaara Nadine 
Belfield

Vrinda Sehgal

Chua Ming Qi

Joan Choo
Xin Ern

Sai Amritha Sindhu

Wong Yin Senn

Daksha Malatesh 
Nagammanavar

Jong Qing Fung

Sai Sreejan Varma 
Penmetsa
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Year 7 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Anthony Mark

Aayan Ali Siddiqui

Chua Yun Ni

Hannah Priya
Ponnudurai

Nigel Lee Wen Jie

Ahn Hongchan

Clarissa Chandani 
Christopher

Jasmeet Singh

Ong Xuen Wen

Alyssa Lee Pei Lin

Diti Avinash More

Krishan
Tilliampalam

Pralhad Narayan 
Shanbhag

Arya Kuhan

Dylan Chow
Hong Jun

Lee Ai Mei Treisha

Sanjyanaa Ragesh

Chaanvii Mayuren

Elizabeth Ivanka Ram

Low Xin Ning

Tegjot Singh Walia

Chong Kai Sze

Gan Ee Jay

Naga Pranav
Patcha

Thej Dheeren
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Year 8 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Norazlin Arshad

Abhishek Samuel
Pitla

Edward Sarvesh 
Maheswaran

Nitheeswar
Visakan

Tai Jia Soon

Akshit Shrivastava

Kartikey Thota

Perry Wong
Hsien Ee

Tan J Son

Akshita Bhattacharya

Koh Boon Yuan

Rammanha Shrii 
Krishnan

Tan Wen Han

Chloe Lim Ke Xin

Leyshviniya
Asokkumar

Rina Kobuke

Yap Soon Young

Choong Jia Yi

Lim Yu Jing

Shelly Nihara
Karunapeli

Zaina Amir
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Year 8 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Nina Manocha

Ahil Asif

Kim Heewon

Nyla Norhafiz

Xia Haoran

Anissha
Balasubramaniam

Lai Yu Kei Alicia

Ong Wei Xiang

Yeoh Wei Xiang

Asfaq Luthfiya
Kuthubtheen

Laxmirayan
Parthiban

Sathmi Warsha Pemarathna 
Sooriya Mudiyanselage

Zachary Teh Rui Ming

Cassandra Lee Yan 
Cheng

Ng Jia Jie

Sudhashand
Vasudevan

Geshikga Shasha
Annandhan

Ng Juen Yie

Tee Hong Yee
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Year 9 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Mr Tamil Selvan

Aaditya Amol
Sawaikar

Dhruv Avinash More

Megan Chow
Yen-Tung

Venkat Vaarshith 
Mantry

Anagha Ratna Veluri

Goh Hao Xuan

Mohammad Huzaifah 
Warsi

Zain Joji

Ashley Lee Pei En

Jong Qin Vern

Presha Ganesan

Zoharin Amina

Chang Hyeryn

Kumkum Yogeshdutt 
Joshi

Reona Chatterjee

Charvi Sirigiri

Lai Yong Jun

Sai Sanjita Selvam

Dhanya Vinoth Kumar

Liew Ji Tao Thomas

Tiffany Wong Weng 
Yan
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Year 9 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Rema Devi

Aarthi Elayna
Fernandez

Arvind Mohan

Goh Chee Shen

Ryan Chan Jian You

Aarushi Mehrotra

Cho Hanseul

Kaustubh Singh 
Naulia

Zara Ali

Alesha Iman
Mohammed Faiz

Chung Yan Bin

Lay Kye Xern

Amrithavarshini 
Vellaiyan

Divyia Neufeld

Maia Norhafiz

Andrew Alexander 
Armstrong-Thoo

Felicia Ang

Ng E-Jing

Ang Wan Qi

Gan Wei Siang

Ng Tze Yee
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Year 1 0 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Kamalini Achan

Ankitha Manesh

Cyrus Krish
Christopher

Hemisha M. Ganesh 
Kumar

Mohamed Aiman 
Faizul Mohamed

Ashta Vyshnavi Rej

Danvendttra Shaktti 
Shri Krishnan

Ian Sua Li Ze

Precious Fernandez

Asmath Ramiza

Dhrriti Asokkumar

Loke Kah Yan

Rudra Raj

Belle Khoo Qi

Erryshca Sharma

Manav Sital Jethwani

Sai Varenya Patkar

Cezorio J. Konsoh

Harish Krishna 
Ramanathan

Megan Lee Ker Min

Vipul Kumar
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Year 1 0 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Mr Michael Ilori 

Aadvika Raghavendra 
Dodwad

Ashley Lavvinia 
Chelliah

Krish Gobindram 
Chandnani

Natalea Tan Ho Le 
Xuan

Abhilasha Choudhury

Brandon Ariff Putra 
Belfield

Liew Jiien Suey

Tai Jia Herng

Ang Wei Bo

Cho Wonhee

Loh Xiao Xuan

Yaaswini Thiagi

Anishveren Mogan

H. S. V. Thanmaya 
Bharadwaj Puvvada

Lovern Chong
Tian Xin

Annabel Ding

Kiran Raj
Raj Kumar

Muhammad
Keywafiata Diaz
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Year 1 1 A
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Reenah Vicnesvari

Alishbah Amir

Jeremy Michael 
Marian

Muhammad Aiman
Sahharon

Yap Ming Yang

Ananya Sai Avvari

Jo Kato

Nurul Aqilah Alipudin

Chang Pei Hua

Joel Mathew
Fernandez

Resyifa Mahayu Diaz

Choo Herng Jian

Lee Ai Ying Keesha

Ryusei Lay Lit Tsen

Fabian Muhammad 
Reaz

Mohamed Shaafi

Shivaraam
Sanjeev Kumar
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Year 1 1 B
     B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Class Teacher : Ms Sindhu Nair

Aaron Lie Hsu Fa

Cristen Ng Mei Ann

Lai Yong Cheng

Yeong Wing Yan

Abdul Malik

Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair

Maab Abdelazim 
Hussien Mohamed 

Osman

Ang Kheng Yen

Ian Choo Xin Zhe

Nabil Mutasim

Anoushka Das

Jasdeep Singh Walia

Natasha Noor Aziz

Aparna Prasad

Jung Wonyoung

Steve Lee Zi Hao
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Primary Prefects
    B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Branden Ezra Ram, Ryan Evra Ram, Raehan Oliver Ahmad Mohd Sabbir Ahmad, Ayden Joshua 
Edmonds, Ms Faezah Teh, Mrs Barnali Guha, Ada Asif, Nga Xin Yu, Daania Nadyne Hartanto, 
Hana Norhafiz

Mahaveer Singh Jaspaljeet Singh, Lakshman Mohan, Deeksha Sura, Shanice Lee En Yi, Akshainie 
Somanadhan, Manisha Shriya, Abigail Carolyn Chelliah, Lim Ni Hui, Rachelann Marie Hashini, 
Muhammad Ingkubharata Diaz, Cordelia Jasmin Polko, Anastasia Manivannan, Nikhel Kumar 
Krishna Kumar

First row
Sitting left to right :

Second row
Standing left to right :
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Secondary Prefects
    B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Ryusei Lay Lit Tsen, Lee Ai Ying Keesha, Resyifa Mahayu Diaz, Mr Kumar, Mrs Barnali Guha, 
Mr Gopalakrishnan, Aparna Prasad, Fabian Muhammad Reaz

Ananya Sai Avvari, Jeremy Michael Marian, Tai Jia Herng, Cho Wonhee, Mohamed Aiman Faizul 
Mohamed, Krish Gobindram Chandnani, Ian Sua Li Ze, Nabil Mutasim, Cyrus Krish Christopher, 
Muhammad Aiman Sahharon, Mohamed Shaafi, Cezorio J. Konsoh, Hemisha M. Ganesh Kumar

Nurul Aqilah Alipudin, Precious Fernandez, Loh Xiao Xuan, Yaaswini Thiagi, Aadvika Raghavendra 
Dodwad, Ashley Lavvinia Chelliah, Megan Lee Ker Min, Asmath Ramiza, Ellysha Sashvinaa Nair, 
Cristen Ng Mei Ann, Chang Pei Hua, Maab Abdelazim Hussien Mohamed Osman

First row
Sitting left to right :

Second row
Standing left to right :

Third row
Standing left to right :
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HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL theme

theme
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Mr Teo Kok Sin, Mr Anthony Mark, Ms Nina Manocha, Mr Michael Ilori, Mr Kumaraenderan,
Mr Tamil Selvan, Ms Sandhya Nagar, Ms Porruathi Veraya @ Mrs Paru, Norazlin Arshad, 
Ms Farah Hanan, Reenah Vicnesvari, Varsenda E. Hariharan @ Mrs Jairam

Mr Sheikh Rashidi, Ms Latha Sreedharan, Ms Mousumi Nigam, Ms Sindhu Nair, Ms Asha Mohan,
Ms Adrienne Josef, Ms Anne Freeman, Ms Seema Dodwad, Mr Sendamil Selvam,
Ms Punitham L. Anandan @ Ms Devi, Ms Deepa Lakhiani

Left to Right :

Left to Right :



THE SOUND OF MUSIC THEME

Movie Characters theme
The Royals  theme

TiS Family   2 0 1 9 - 2 0

36

Ms Hiramani Lall, Ms Yamini Joshi, Ms Vthya Krishna, Ms Rema Devi Palaniappan, Ms Teh Faezah, 
Ms Abirami Govindaraju, Ms Yeoh Chien Yee, Mr Yannick Tatin, Ms Eleoni Rikan Marten

Left to Right :

Ms Jasmin Ashraf Ali, Ms Kartina Abdul Mutalib, Pn Noran Mokhtar Bazin, Ms Hanim Ashraf Ali,
Ms Maureen Hussein, Mr Gopalakrishnan, MS Sakunthala Jeyaraman, Ms Julie Das,
Ms Malathi Ambulahu

Left to Right :
Left to Right :

Left to Right :



Disney THEME

The Royals  theme

2019-20

Mrs Barnali Guha, Ms Zaifeeda Zainul Abidin, Ms Choo Choi Phing, Ms Wong Lai Yee, 
Ms Elaine Ton Swan Chien, Ms Karisma Alwani, Anjan Guha

Ms Prem Lata Devi, Ms Safia Shabbir, Ms Jeya Paul, Mr George Lazaroo, Mr Krishna Rao,
Pn Mashuri Marzahan, Ms Komathi Bala Sundram, Ms Dayathri Karu

Left to Right :

Left to Right :
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Support Staff    
    B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Security Personnel
    B at c h  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Pn Srika Kushum, Ms Elaverasi Manickam, Pn Norizan Ab Wahid, Mr, Mr Anwar Hosen, Mr Jafar, 
Mr Muhammad Pir, Mr Sagir, Pn Muslimah, Pn Emos

Mr Murugan Subramaniam, Mr Ramu Periasamy, Mr Nermel Singh, Mr Muniandy Ponnusamy, 
Mr Arumugam Subramaniam, Mr Puspanathan Sundaraju 

Standing left to right :

Standing left to right :
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YEAR 1 ART
Magishaa Doraisingam - 1B Alyssa Revindran - 1B

Avika Mishra - 1A

Arunav Rajib Biswas - 1A

Nga Ze Paul - 1A

Ni Made Nanda Aurelia - 1A

Khok Ray Sheng - 1B

Confido John Konsoh - 1B

Atharva Abhijit Lattoo - 1A

Lishvaan Varooun Thavaraj - 1B Lim Jin Jie - 1A

Lee Shuen Zhong - 1B

Ridhima Biswas - 1B

Koo Mayko - 1B

Aneesh Vaideeswaran - 1B
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YEAR 2 ART
Adrushya Kuhan - 2B

Chinmay Khanna - 2A

Aarya Suresh - 2A

Santosh Raman - 2A

Mandeep Kaur - 2BHrithikeshva Krishna Raj - 2B

Simrah Mannan - 2BArsal Zamee Choudhury - 2B Siddharth Krishna Mantry - 2B Isaac Neethia Raj - 2A

Kartheegeyyann Tinakaran - 2B

Modhita Kumra - 2A

Zayn Shvant Shannon - 2B

Jayden Ng Kai Wen - 2B
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YEAR 3 ART

Chong Min Xuan Clayton - 3A
Hrishikesh Rana - 3B

Ethan Tai Jia Him - 3A

Sarah Alyson Paul Devadoss - 3A

Chelsea Janani James - 3B
Jyotirmay Sameer Kamath - 3B

Yashvi Amol Chougule - 3A

Tihami Araaz Tumon - 3B
Althea Enriquez Sahurda - 3B

Yashmitta Balasubramaniam - 3A

Gsanii Ekaa Saravanan - 3A
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YEAR 4 ART
Lim Yu Han - 4A

Yap Soon Wei - 4B

Saanvi Naveen Kana - 4A Jayshanan Santra Sagaran - 4A Suriya Mudiyanselage Gayani - 4B

Lee Jiayi Angelis - 4AAarav Ranjeet Bapat - 4AAarav Anderson - 4BRam Chinmaya Pranav - 4B

Shenal Samiru Karunapeli - 4B

Aoi Gonja - 4A

Mohamed Zayan Faizul Mohamed - 4B

Kush Gupta - 4B Reyansh Spoorthi Devaramane - 4A
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YEAR 5 ART
Joel Wong Zhen Yew - 5A

Nga Xin Yu - 5A

Hana Norhafiz  - 5B

Le-Anne Loy See Shuen  - 5B

Surhuthee Doraisingam  - 5B

Kanishka Devi Kumarvel - 5A

Sophia Enriquez 
Sahurda - 5B

Mahaveer Singh - 5B

Daania NAdyne Hartanto - 5A

Sharvatha Magendran - 5A

Nikhel KUmar - 5B
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YEAR 6 ART

Akshainie Somanadhan - 6A

Manisha Shriya - 6A
Anshul Bangalore Aratish - 6A

Bhargav Rana Prakash Rana - 6A

Cordelia Jasmin Polko - 6A

Tiffany Manivannan - 6A

Rebecca Polachirackal Abraham - 6A
Salwa Aisyah Hartanto - 6B

Rachelann Marie Hashini - 6B

Kim Heeseo - 6B

Sanjiive Balasubramaniam - 6B
Abigail Carolyn Chelliah - 6B

Sena Kobuke - 6B
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YEAR 7 ART

Tarini Gupta - 7A

Vrinda Sehgal - 7A

Jeniffer Jegan- 7A

Ng Shi Yee - 7A

Chua Ming Qi - 7A

Sanjyanaa Ragesh - 7B

Treisha Lee Ai Mei - 7B

Naga Pranav Patcha - 7B

Diti Avinash More - 7B

Ariana Marie Jayasuria - 7A

Arya Kuhan - 7B

Thej  Dheeren - 7B

Low Xin Ning - 7B

Suhayla Rabab Choudhury - 7A Daksha Malatesh - 7A
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YEAR 8 ART

Tarini Gupta - 7A

Perry Wong Hsien Ee- 8A

Chloe Lim Ke Zin - 8A

Shelly Nihara Karunapelli - 8A

Nyla Norhafiz - 8B

Jason Ng Jia Jie - 8B Jake Yeoh Wei Xiang - 8B Ethan Ng Juen Yie - 8B

Ahil Asif - 8B

Rina Kobuke - 8A

Ong Wei Xiang - 8B
Zachary Teh Rui Ming - 8B

Kim Heewon - 8B

Niteeshwar Visakan - 8A

Akshit Shrivastava - 8A James Koh Boon Yuan - 8A
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YEAR 9 ART

Sai Sanjita Selvam - 9A

Jong Qin Vern - 9A

Ng Tze Yee - 9B
Maia binti Norhafiz - 9B

Tiffany Wong Weng Yan - 9A

Vernese Ng Tze Yee - 9B

Divyia Neufeld - 9B

Megan Chow Yen-Tung - 9A

Felicia Ang - 9B

Chang Hyeryn- 9A

Ashley Lee Pei En- 9A
Alesha Iman Mohammed Faiz 
- 9B
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YEAR 10 ART

Megan Lee Ker Min - 10A

Annabel Ding - 10B

Muhammad Keywafiata Diaz - 10B

Liew Jiien Suey - 10B

Annabel Ding - 10B

Loke Kah Yan - 10A
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YEAR 11 (IGCSE) ART

Cristen Ng Mei Ann - 11B

Ananya Sai Avvari - 11A
Zoe Yeong Wong Yan - 11B

Jung WonYoung Bobby - 11B
Natasha Noor Aziz - 11B

Ian Choo Xin Zhe - 11B

Natasha Noor Aziz - 11B
Lee Ai Ying Keesha - 11A

Resyifa Mahayu Diaz - 11A

Chang Pei Hua - 11A
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Taekwondo
Taekwondo is a martial art that requires strict dis-
cipline and a positive, motivated attitude. It is a 
self-defence sport that requires one to be open-minded 
towards learning and not afraid to learn and experi-
ence new forms and techniques. These lessons can be 
applied to real-life, making Taekwondo or any other 
martial arts, a useful tool in our daily lives. 
Tanarata International Schools provides Taekwondo as an ECA on Tuesdays and Fridays, making 
it accessible to all students. Mr. Jude teaches the students the art of taekwondo while Ms. Adrienne 
and Ms. Lin supervises the students to ensure that they are getting the most out of their ECA expe-
rience. During this ECA, students learn valuable lessons such as punches, kicks and other various 
techniques. 

Some of the students that participated 
in this ECA are: Hyeryn (9A), Ng Juen 
Yie (8B), Cordelia (6A), Lakshman (6A), 
Raffidz (6A), Raehan (6A), Pei Xuan 
(6A), Akshainie (6A), Salwa (6B), Ko-
hana (6B), Xin Tian (6B), Shanice (6B), 
Nadyne (5A), Nikhel (5A), Terrence (5A), 
Koo Tanya (4B), Raahul (4A), Nuha (2A), 
Arsal (2B), Aurelia (1A), E Jay (5A), 
Gavinesh (4B), Daashan (6B).

By: Cezorio J Konsoh (10A) & Jason Ng 
(8B)

Students truly enjoy this ECA. Jason Ng, 
from Y8B states, “Taekwondo, is not only 
about martial arts but the community. In 
my years of participating in this ECA, I 
really enjoyed my time. This experience 
provides a once in a lifetime experience 
as you train with your friends and school-
mates. In my opinion this is a very nice 
experience. I suggest you go try it out 
yourself.” 

“Taekwondo taught me alot about 

discipline while learning to de-

fend myself. I thoroughly enjoyed 

my classes.”  ~ Zayn Shvant (2B) ~
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Fun Arts

Splish, splash, splosh! Yes, we are talking 
about the Fun Arts ECA. This ECA is held 
every Wednesday in the language room 
and is open to all classes. 

The Fun Arts ECA is just as fun and excit-
ing as the teacher, Ms Yeoh. “I try to intro-
duce the students to some of my favourite 
tried and tested DIY projects. It is truly 
wonderful to see them as excited as I am to 
work on a given craft.” 

“The Fun Art Club taught me how to 
make art on canvas without using any 
brush. Miss Yeoh, our ECA teacher, 
made the class release our inner cre-
ativity throughout the Term. Joining 
this ECA allowed me to have fun and 
learn new things.”  Lim Ni Hui (6A)

During this ECA, the students learn how 
to do fluid art, acrylic skin art for pendants 
and rings, cement planting, air dry clay 
art and epoxy resin art to make beautiful 
and colourful jewellery and bookmarks. 
“The best part about this ECA is that we 
are allowed to bring our beautiful creations 
home to impress our family and friends. I 
have even been able to create gifts for my 
friends and family.”

Students that joined this ECA are: Aoi 
Gonja (4A), Nga Xin Yu (5A), Akshainie 
(6A), Chang Pei Xuan (6A), Lim Ni Hui 
(6A), Jennifer Jegan (7B), Sai Amritha 
Sindhu (7A), Lee Ai Mei Treisha (7A), 
Ong Wei Xiang (8B) and Asfaq Luthfiya 
(8B).

“I just joined Tanarata this Academ-
ic year, I was unsure which ECA to 
choose, because I like art, I joined 
Fun Arts Club. What I enjoyed most 
about this ECA was painting using ink. 
Everytime I did this it became so dif-
ferent. Deciding which angle or direc-
tion to place the  ink to see the magic 
was exciting.I wish to join this ECA 
next year also.”  ~ Aoi Gonja (4A) ~
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Athletics

The Athletics ECA, held every Wednesday afternoon, 
allows students to improve their fine and gross mo-
tor skills. This ECA is filled with various activities 
that help students build quicker time reflexes, coor-
dination and muscle memory. Students also learn 
various techniques that they can use when running, 
hurdling, throwing and jumping. Being part of the 
Athletics ECA lets you build skills for any sport. For 
instance, agility ladder drills help students to work 
on their speed, coordination, footwork, and reaction 
time. These are skills that can be used when playing 
football, basketball, baseball and volleyball. Discus 
throwing drills help to build muscle memory that can 
be used for sports such as shot put. Most important-
ly students learn focus, instruction taking, decision 
making, risk taking and self-motivation. “Students 
need an opportunity to help them perfect their form. 
I try to do this by adding techniques while making it 
fun. Even an activity as simple as a sled pull, will help 
them form the muscle memory that they need,” said 
Mr. Anbarasu.

Even though the athletic students are continuously 
working their muscles and building their stamina, 
they are having lots of fun. Each ECA session starts 
with students reciting the athletics cheer followed by 
a thorough warm up. Once students have warmed up, 
the coach focuses on a specific skill set. While learn-
ing this new skill set the coach also explains how it 
can be used in other various sports or activities. After 
students have mastered the skill set, they will play a 
game that helps to reinforce what they have learnt. 
The ECA ends with students cooling down. The coach, 
Mr. Anbarasu, continuously changes the activities 
and allows children to suggest what they might like to 
focus on in future athletic ECA sessions. “My favour-
ite part of this ECA is when Mr. Anbarasu and Ms. 
Karisma join in on the activity. It is fun because even 
though we may struggle with an activity we are all 
doing it together and supporting one another. I take 
athletics so that I can participate during our Annual 
Sports Day.”

Students that participated in Term I & II:
Rachelann (6B), Hariponmahalakshmi (5B), Tanish (5B), Abhignya (5B), Soon Wei (4B), 
Felicia (4B), Sherisa (6A), Sharraniyah (4A), Abhinav (5A), Sharvatha (5A) and Hwang 
Yeseong (6B).

“It was me against Haripon-
mahalakshmi, both of us 
looking at the end line where 
the coach and Ms. Karis-
ma were standing waiting 
to see who would cross the 
line first. As I got ready with 
my runner’s stance, I looked 
over at Haripon, who did not 
seem phased about what 
was going to happen next. 
I heard the whistle and off 
we went, each trying to gain 
distance from the other. As 
the other members cheered, 
I focused on the finish line 
and crossed it. When we 
heard the coach say it’s a tie 
our hearts sank as we both 
wanted to out run the other, 
but this was an amazing ex-
perience.”  
~ Rachelan (6B) ~
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by Karisma

Playing chess is certainly a beneficial pastime for 
those who love a good mental challenge, because chess 
enables us to have consistent focus, improved memory, 
and enhances our strategic thinking and attention.
Chess also creates a friendly competition between 
players; the objective of the game is to checkmate the 
other player to win the game, and in the process of 
doing so, one may sometimes win or lose, or may even 
draw. This allows the players to get to know each oth-
er better while engaged in a friendly match.

This ECA is conducted every Friday, with both Prima-
ry and Secondary students participating. The coaches 
are from Chess Wizard Empire, a growing academy 
(run by Mr Avinash Raman) with a unique approach 
in learning and teaching.

Chess

Chess Whizz at Tanarata has divided participants into two 
major groups – beginners and advanced and they progress to 
taking part in tournaments. Beginners will be taught with 
rules and regulations followed by basic gameplay. This leads 
to a preparation of participants for a real competitive environ-
ment such as the Sunway Velocity Chess Tournament where 
Ming Qi of Year 7A won the fifth place. Chess Wizard Empire 
emphasizes on the quality of lessons and makes a game of chess 
an exciting experience in school. “Chess has encouraged me to 
think outside of the box and hone my strategic skills. It’s al-
ways exciting as no two chess games are the same!” 

Participants: Arnav Nishanth (3B), Zhang Junxian (3B), Jong 
Qing Fung (7A), Jayshanan (4A), Kush Gupta (4A), Joel Wong 
(5A), Koo Kenji (5B), Koo Mayko (1B), Sharraniyah Shiree Kr-
ishnan (4A), Chua Ming Qi (7A)

By: Chua Ming Qi (7A)

“I was thrilled to win 
my very first competition 
and it was because of the 
fundamental rules, tactics 
and the discipline codes  
that I learnt during my 

Chess ECA classes.”
 ~ Chua Ming (7A) ~
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Swimming
“Swimming is an activity that I really enjoy. I am so glad that Ms. Victoria chose me to participate 
in this ECA every Monday. The techniques I learnt during this ECA, helped me to win points for 
my house during the Swimming Gala.” 

Ms. Victoria, the swimming teacher who is in charge of this ECA, has a set program designed 
for the students. She ensures that every lesson reinforces a technique that they have previously 
learnt in her swimming class at school. During this ECA she assesses each of the strokes carefully 
making sure that students are getting the most out of each. “Sometimes when I need to swim fast 
like for a race or something, I forget the correct formation of my hands and legs or sometimes even 
forget to breathe properly. 
Ms. Victoria makes sure that even though I am trying to speed up, that I stay focused on my 

technique to ensure my safety while swimming and a 
win.” On the last day of this ECA, Ms Kartina allowed 
the students to take some time off from their training to 
relax and enjoy their last session in the swimming pool. 

It is clear that this ECA helps students to build their endurance and muscle strength. It also gives 
those who want to improve their swimming techniques a chance to practice what they have learnt 
during their swimming classes.  I would suggest this ECA to any of my friends who enjoy swimming, 
wants to participate for their house during the Swimming Gala or wants to eventually train for oth-
er swimming competitions outside of school. 
Some of the students that took this ECA:

Sharifah Nuha Alanna (2A), Lim Yu Han (4A), Aoi Gonja (4A), Nikel Kumar (5B), Hana Norhafiz 
(5B), Jo Chai (5A), Divyesh (5A), Charanya a/p Visakan (7A), Nadine Belfield (7A), Joan Choo (7A), 
Vianne Ng (7A), Sai Amritha Sindhu (7A), Alyessa Lim Jay Yen (7B), Nitheeswar a/l Visakan (8A), 
Tan J Son (8A), Alesha Iman (9B), and Akkash Dharren (6B).

I initially joined swimming as an extra addition 
to my regular exercise routine. But I have come 
to learn that this ECA is much more than that. 
When I am in the water, I feel free, powerful and 
at peace. I was initially a little afraid but with their 
guidance, I worked on my techniques and prac-
ticed till I perfected them. Swimming makes me 
focus on a lot of elements at one time: my breath-
ing, my techniques, and how the water behaves 
around me. It has not only made me become 
more physically active, but has helped sharpen 
my mental agility as well.”  
~ Charanya (7A) ~
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Fine Arts Club

This ECA allows students to experiment with 
various art media and methods including sculp-
turing, wood carving, moulding and acrylic. 
Under the watchful supervision of Ms Feeda, the 
teacher in charge, students from Years 8 and 9 
exercise their creative thinking, planning and 
skills while having fun and enjoying themselves.

The Fine Arts ECA is aimed to provide students 
with exposure to various skills such as creative 
art, visual art, aesthetics, imaginative approach-
es and intellectual content. “During this ECA we 
get to explore using various tools such as char-
coal, clay and acrylic.” Ms. Feeda states, “new 
tablets and special skills surfaced during this 
ECA. The students have such hidden potential 
and all they need is a little encouragement to 
blossom and shine through their artwork.” 

“Fine Arts really gave me a whole new different perspective of art. It taught me how 
to use acrylic on a canvas and draw a picture with two different images in the same 
drawing. It was a really different experience. Overall I had a lot of fun while learn-
ing new things and different techniques”  Cassandra (8B)

This ECA is geared for any student that wants to explore the hidden artist living 
within them. “Ms. Feeda does her best to guide students.” Some students who have 
taken up this ECA have even been able to showcase their art work on various plat-
forms inside and outside Tanarata International Schools. 

“During Fine Arts, we took pictures of plants and trees, 

then printed them out and used them as a reference 

to carve out on wood blocks. It did take a lot of time, 

though. But it was all worth it in the end, because when 

we finished, we painted the carved  blocks with differ-

ent colors of paint and stamped it onto A4 paper and 

the result turned out very beautiful. From this print-

making project, I have learned how to observe things 

better and from different points of view. Not only that, 

but I have found that fine arts helped me improve dur-

ing my art class during school and just my art in gen-

eral. It was a memorable experience and I hope to take 

fine arts again next year.”    ~ Nyla Norhafiz (8B) ~
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Robotics
During the robotics ECA students are introduced 
to various scenarios for which they must create a 
solution. This can be anything from finding a way 
to move an object from across the room without 
ever leaving their seat, to creating a robot that 
can fight and win in a small competition between 
themselves. In order to solve these, students work 
as a team to review and decide, what resources 
they already have and what they need. “This ECA 
gets me thinking. There are times when I feel like 
I might not be able to complete a task, but then I 
suddenly find a way to complete it and this makes 
me happy.”

Participants:
Mahaveer (5B), Mayko (1B), Ray Sheng (1B), Jyotirmay (3B), Junxian (3B), Jayshanan (4A), 
Raahul (4B), Clarisse (4B), Dheeraj (5B), Ti Sheng (5B), Irfan (4B), Kirren (2B), Arnav (3B), 
William (2A) and Lee Shuen Zhong (1B).

This term the main focus has been on completing the base robot, called the driving base 
model. After completing this, students were then required to ‘add-on’ anything they 
thought would allow the unit to complete the challenge. Once the unit was completed, 
the students had to program the brain of the unit to complete the task. The students 
would often take turns to program the units. The robots would then be pitted against 
each other to see who had designed the better robot. From week to week the students 
would battle it out changing their robots and the code after every match. “The matches 
were always loud and engaging as the students become boisterous and excited.” The stu-
dents that took part in this ECA are from Years 1 to 5. 

“Most people do not get the chance to engineer a robot, 
test it, and make sure it works, but we had the chance 
to do all of that during this ECA. I still remember making 
our first robot this term. My team and I were so excited 
to make it look cool. But when our teacher said that our 
robot will go against his, my heart skipped a beat. How 
would we even beat a teacher? Of course, it was a defeat 
in the first minute, but at the end of the term, the fight was 
on! Our robots butted heads with one another once again 
and with tons of determination we managed to defeat and 
knock his robot to the side. The screams and cheers that 
came after were deafening but it will be my fondest mem-
ory of the ECA- I beat my teacher’s robot.” 

~ Mahaveer (5B) ~
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Cooking & Baking

The Cooking and Baking ECA is held every 
Monday from 2.00 to 3.30 pm. This ECA at-
tracts our young cooking enthusiasts from 
Years 4, 5 and 6. The young “chefs” indulge 
in creating scrumptious yet healthy dishes 
during the Cooking and Baking ECA. They 
make main meals, snacks and desserts. 
Among the delicacies prepared are grilled 
cheese, peanut butter and chocolate cups 
and Japanese fluffy omelette. One student 
states, “My favourite part about this ECA 
is tasting the food that I have prepared. 
Desserts are my favourite and I love it 
when Ms. Ms. Faezah teaches us how to 
make sweet dishes.” Measuring and mixing ingredients, add-

ing seasoning and tasting the food are the 
tasks that can help the Cooking and Bak-
ing ECA members develop the necessary 
academic, cognitive and motor skills. On 
top of learning to make new dishes, follow-
ing the recipes closely, the members also 
build their vocabulary, learn to communi-
cate efficiently and to be focused in a fun 
way! 
 
The notable chefs discovered during this 
ECA are Pei Xuan of 6A, Rachelann Marie 
of 6B, Alysha of 4A and Yap Him of 4A. 

“Cooking and Baking was a fantastic 
ECA. When I was in Year 3, I could not 
wait to go to Year 4 so that I could join 
the cooking and baking classes. I learnt 
how to cook different types of delicious 
delicacies and scrumptious pastries. I 
even made my mom buy an oven so that 
I could bake cookies myself. Learning 
to cook fluffy omelettes was the best 
part. I tried to follow the instructions to 
the key and all was well till I placed it 
on the pan. My fluffy pancakes started 
to rise slightly and then sank. But this 
is what we call in Cooking and Baking 
class an edible miss!” 

~ Rachelann (6B )~
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Soccer
If you love watching football matches or playing 
football then this ECA does not need any intro-
duction. This is because you will agree that this 
ECA will not only help you perfect your dribbling, 
passing and shooting skills, it will also inculcate 
discipline, balance, strength, power and coordina-
tion. “Taking part in this ECA also helps you to 
learn the importance of an appropriate mind-set, 
composure and self –motivation. One of the perks 
of joining, is that you will find a place on the 
school’s football team.”

“My all time favourite ECA is...SOCCER! It’s always been fun for me. I joined this ECA in Year 1. 
Soccer has always been a big thing in my life, and although soccer is a lot of fun it teaches us a lot 
of important values like teamwork, respect for each other, good sportsmanship and is a great exer-
cise for our body. Our coaches are super supportive and train us to be the best. At the end of it all, 
we know that whatever may be the result we all have a great time playing this game.”  - Anshul (6A)

“So it’s the last minute.

Everyone is watching, hearts 

pumping, kids crying, Nabil 

shivering. 

Rashish takes the goal kick, 

passes it to me. I pass it to Dan, 

Dan fakes pass the defender 

and plays a beautiful pass to 

Harish who flicks it on to Jere-

my. Jeremy plays an absolute 

beauty of a ball like he al-

ways does to Joel and Joel hits 

it on the half volley with all his 

power and tears the net open. 

Tanarata wins 2-1 in the last 

minute to win the trophy and 

clinch the title yet again.” 

“4th game into the tournament 

Tanarata’s record was perfect at 

3-0Tanarata scores but the other 

team equalizes. We kick off again 

and Jeremy does some razzle dazzle 

and wins us a free kick at the halfway 

line, Jeremy steps up to take it but 

Coach gives Raam the signal to take it 

and aim for the goal directly. He sees 

Joel at the goal ready to distract and 

block the keeper. Raam steps up, and 

hits the ball and it was heading to-

wards the top corner, Joel disturbs the 

keeper and the keeper is confused as 

to where the ball is. The ball entered 

the net and Tanarata took the lead 

again from a beautiful play set up by 

Coach and executed by the players. 

Captain Raam and Clutch moments, 

what a duo, they never fail.” 

~ Shivaraam (11A) ~
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The ability to communicate using body language, 
voice tone and eye contact has been proven essential 
in effective communication and leadership. TiS has 
been incorporating the basics of speech and drama 
during this weekly after school ECA. We have seen 
the need to focus specifically on this subject, as it is 
the key to unlock many doors confidently. 

When asked about what students learnt during this 
ECA, the teacher replied, “students are taught com-
munication skills by the use of body language, action, 
speech tone, poems, rhymes and voice control. Apart 
from the obvious drama auditions, the Speech and 
Drama ECA has imparted necessary communication 
skills that have helped our pupils to mature graceful-
ly. It goes without saying, self-trust and esteem aids 
every child to grow into a perfect adult without inhi-
bitions.” Ms. Deepa adds, “The most exciting moment 
was when the drama teacher got the class engaged to 
play Charades, the guessing game. It was something 
different for the children, something never done or 
heard about. 

Hence, the manner of interaction was hilarious 
because guessing the word from a mime made them 
think critically, jump up sporadically with the an-
swers and then a blockbuster, if they hit success. 
That anxiety in the thought processing and happi-
ness in that smile, called a day of great satisfaction, 
reception of new ideas and great achievement.”

Speech & Drama

This class enhances the students’ creativ-
ity and allows the imagination to take its 
own course of discovery and exploration 
which develops the child’s natural creativ-
ity. “This ECA has really helped me with 
my confidence. I used to be very shy about 
acting or performing on stage. Who knew 
that a once a week after school activity 
could help me to overcome my fears!”

“I am so happy, I joined the speech and drama 

ECA. I am a soft spoken person. I didn’t have 

confidence in talking or communicating with 

others. After joining this ECA, I am very con-

fident in conversing.”

 ~ Aarav Anderson (4B) ~

“It is fun to be in the Speech and Dra-

ma ECA, we practise lots of tongue 

twisters and we do drama acts in 

groups. My favourite tongue twister 

was saying, She sells seashells by the 

seashore, as when I say it very fast it 

just sounds like shi shu shu sel be the 

shesah.”  ~ Adithri (1A) ~
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Table Tennis

Table Tennis is an ECA that is open to all 
classes from Year 1 to 11. This ECA proves to 
be beneficial for any age group as it strength-
ens hand-eye coordination and quick reflexes. 

Every Thursday, students come to this ECA 
to learn various skills. The first is the proper 
stance and footwork, next holding the paddle, 
then the four basic table tennis strokes and 
proper serving techniques. Once students 
have started to get a better understanding of 
a forehand drive, backhand drive, backhand 
push and forehand push, students compete 
against each other to further master the 
concept. Mr. Puan states, “My goal is for the 
students to learn and enjoy playing table ten-
nis. Knowing that many of them also partici-
pate in their school’s inter-house games, I try 
to ensure that they have the skills needed to 
engage and even win a match.”

“We have an amazing coach who 
teaches us patiently. Table tennis de-
velops mental activity and makes the 
brain sharper.” Therefore, if you want 
to help your house win points dur-
ing the next table tennis inter-house 
games, you will benefit from joining 
this ECA.

Some students involved in the ECA: 

Savit Tiwari (3B), Arnav Nishanth 
(3B), Elliot Ethan Lim (4A) Sai Chi-
ranjeev Divyesh (5A), Duncan Chow 
Qi Feng (5A), Kashhveii Nayuren 
(5B), Jerald Tan (6A), Cordelia Jasmin 
Polko (6A), Ashi Mishra (6B), Ter-
rance Lee (5A), Sriram Menon (7A), 
Chaanvii Mayuren (7B), Chong Hyo-
jun (7A),Ang Wan Qi (9B), Jong Qin 
Vern (9A), Anshuman Das (5B), Wong 
Yut Wil (5B), Kim Hee Seo (6B) and 
Salma Zafri (6A).

“I love table tennis. I especially loved learning 

about topspins. Topspins are when you allow the 

ball to turn onto the table top. It took me a while 

to learn this but when I was able to, I was so hap-

py. I tried doing topspins during every friendly 

match with my friends.”  
 
“When I first joined table tennis I didn’t even 

know how to hold the bat properly. As I con-

tinued to learn more about table tennis, I was 

shocked at the amount of skills I was learning. 

I can now say that I am able to at least get to 8 

points which is a long way from where I started.”

~ Chaanvi Mayuren (7B) ~
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There is a famous quote that states, “Karate aims to build character, improve human behaviour, 
and cultivate modesty; it does not, however, guarantee it.” The Karate ECA is geared towards 
building character and improving behaviour while learning the form of this martial art.  Kara-
te is popular among the young aspiring primary students of TiS from Year 1 to Year 6. Every 
Thursday, the students gather in the TiS MPH to be trained by Master Puvan. They kick start 
their session with a strict routine of warm ups. These work on their kicking, striking and defen-
sive blocking skills. 

Master Puvan, who has collected national accolades in his sport, encourages students to take 
part in interschool tournaments where they can put the moves that they have learnt to the test 
and advance to the next levels. “It’s a great experience for the students as it exposes them to how 
karate competitions are conducted and they get to meet some of their peers and practice with 
them.”

This centuries old martial art is enjoyed by the students. 

“I started Karate from Year 1 with white belt and now I’m in Year 6 with a brown 2 
belt. Karate helped me to learn how to defend myself and improved my mental state. I 
was very timid and thin. After joining Karate, I became stronger and built my muscle 
strength. At times, I even can defeat my dad who also knows martial arts. Mr. Puvan 
taught us how to be disciplined even when having fun!”  Rachelann Marie (6B)  

Karate

“Karate is a safe, fun and practical martial 
art to master. I have been attending Karate 
classes since I was in preschool. Now I am at 
the Brown-2 belt, which is two belts away from 
the advanced level Black belt. In karate class, 
I learnt to perform a series of blocks, strikes, 
throws, movements and kicks. These techniques 
are useful to protect oneself from any harm. 
Learning and practising Karate helps me to 
keep fit and stay healthy.”  Mahaveer (5B)

As students progress through each class, they are 
proud of their achievements and all geared to go up 
the ladder and do better during the Karate ECA. 

“I like that we get to play games. I 

like that Master Puvan lets us do 

fun activities. I like kicking. When 

I first started kicking sometimes I 

would fall. I fell so many times, it 

was funny but also very painful.”

~ Vorenica Ann (2A) ~
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Kayaking

Did you know that the word kayaking literally means 
hunter’s boat? This was something that I found out 
when I joined the kayaking ECA. This ECA is of-
fered two times a week, Tuesday for Year 5 and 6 and 
Wednesday for Years 7 through 10. Our kayaking in-
structor Mr. Shazwan has divided the techniques into 
three parts, safety and survival, entering and re-enter-
ing, and paddling. 

At the beginning of each lesson, apart from simple 
trust falls and 5 laps of free-style stroke swimming we 
trained to rescue each other with a rope and practiced 
survival floating in teams. Although the practice was 
strenuous, we had a lot of fun and laughter during the 
lessons especially when it came to a competition! “Dur-
ing these competitions, we picked and chose our own 
teammates and then raced. My team won some and lost 
some, but this did not matter as I was able to bond and 
have fun with my friends (mostly are from Year 8).” 

When working on safety and survival, the lessons are 
focused on the importance of wearing a life jacket, 
proper posture, capsizing and survival floating. “Cap-
sizing is the most thrilling experience I have had; 
although, I know how to swim and I was wearing a life 
jacket, as I was submerged in the water under the boat, 
I was panicking and struggling to come to the surface 
and try to breathe as soon as possible. Eventually, I got 
over it after the third week, as we all learnt to handle 
this situation as well as re-enter the boat from the 
water skilfully.”

“Kayaking was a sport that I always wanted to 
partake in. During this ECA, I learnt so many of 
the skills I wanted to learn. The trust falls where 
we had to learn to trust our lifevest and ourselves 
were the best for me. I remember being so nervous 
about falling backwards into the water the first 
time we did this activity. But once I hit the water, 
I somehow had a new found power that I never 
knew I had. The fact that I could finally just let 
go and trust that I had put on my lifevest correct-
ly and that I would come up to the surface was 
the best feeling ever. During the Term I school 
holidays, I was so excited to show my family what 
I had learnt. My parents and brother were very 
impressed with me and what I had learnt during 
this ECA.” Luke (6B)

Some of our junior kayakers:
Anastasia (6B), Akkash (6B), Tze Hin (6A), Luke (6B), 
Kohana (6B) and Tiffany (6A).

“The Amazing, Intense Race to the Finish
 
Today was a Kayaking competition in Ta-
narata. It was the last lap of a kayaking 
race. Our hearts were pumping and sweat 
trickled down our forehead as the air was 
filled with the enthusiastic roars from the 
spectators. My friends and I were in the 
lead, paddling vigorously, but suddenly our 
boat capsized . We had difficulties turning it 
around and one of the boats behind us took 
the lead. After many failed attempts, We 
finally got onto the boat and started row-
ing quickly, gathering our speed. We were 
head to head near the finish line with an-
other boat, we then made our final push 
and gained victory. We were the Kayaking 
champions of Tanarata.”
 ~ Akkash ~
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Badminton
Badminton ECA is one of the most popular ECAs in 
Tanarata International Schools. It is held on Mon-
days and Wednesdays. This is the longest of all the 
extra-curricular activities as it is one and a half hours 
long. Due to its popularity, the school has divided it 
into Primary and Secondary sections. Secondary is held 
on Mondays and Primary is held on Wednesdays. 
 
The enthusiasm and demand to join badminton is so 
great that at times the school has to restrict the num-
ber to twenty. External coaches conduct this ECA. 
They start off the game with a warm-up session. Then 
the group is divided into two. The coaches guide stu-
dents on their footwork, serves, backhands, net plays 
and drops. After an hour of coaching, students are 
divided into teams and play against each other. The 
students have a spirited game and sometimes, even the 
coaches join in a game. “I love badminton. I even play it 
at home. 

This year two secondary students, Alicia and Shasha 
took part in the MSSSD Hulu Langat competition and 
received a certificate of participation.  

“I chose badminton because it’s a good form of ex-
ercise. It builds up stamina and keeps my body in 
good shape. The coaches were awesome and it was 
fun to play with the coach and my friends. The 
game is on when we decide to challenge one an-
other at the end of the lesson. I remember Laksh-
man and I playing against each other. It was shot 
after shot, back and forth,  back and forth. Before 
I knew it, everyone from the ECA was looking at 
us play. I tried to show off my skills a little, but 
instead of making a point, my shuttlecock flew 
way too high and landed on top of the air condi-
tioning!”  Rayyan (6B)

“The ECA that I chose is badminton. I like to play 
badminton because it is easy to learn and play. 
It’s a great cardio exercise and keeps me moving. 
The most interesting thing is many of my friends 
are part of the badminton ECA which means that 
I used to have lots of fun. It makes me perspire a 
lot, which is good for my health, boosts my stami-
na and my immune system. The coaches inspired 
me with their skills and way of teaching. I play 
badminton during my free time when I am bored.” 
Sanjiive (6B)

Throughout the academic year, I took the 
badminton ECA. The reason I chose this 
ECA, is because badminton is one of the 
sports I enjoy playing whenever! I also chose 
this, because I wanted to play against my 
friends, as it’s really fun doing that! Badmin-
ton is also good for our health. I usually come 
back home drenched in sweat. The practice 
was also really fun! It increases our stamina. 
The coaches helped me improve my bad-
minton skills a lot. I would like to take bad-
minton as a future ECA again. 

One of my favourite things about badmin-
ton is the inter-house games! I enjoy par-
ticipating against my friends and worrying 
about if I’ll win for my sports house or not. 

One of my favourite memories was when I 
was so close to getting to the finals. I was 
playing against one of my closest friends. 
She was really good too! Near the end of the 
match I was leading, but then I got nervous 
and she won! The score was 19/21. It was a 
close match, but I enjoyed my time playing 
and it was the closest I got to the finals!

~ Manisha (6A) ~
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Tennis

If you aspire to be like Rod Laver or Serena Williams, our Tennis ECA held every 
Wednesday would definitely be worth your while. Supervised by Coach Cho along 
with Mr. Yannick, students learn skills that they could use on any tennis court. 

This ECA starts with a quick warm up that involves gross motor movements, like 
kicking balls, to get the heart pumping and minds ready to play tennis. “During this 
ECA, we learn basic tennis movements such as forehand, backhand and volleys. It 
was hard at first to learn these skills, but with the coach’s help, I am slowly getting 
the hang of it,” says one student. Another added, “towards the end of each session we 
form teams and start challenging each other to matches. This is something that I look 
forward to as I like challenging my friends and seeing which one of us is better.” 

The Tennis ECA has given these 
students the opportunity to learn 
the techniques that they would need 
to win tennis matches with their 
friends or family. It also gives them 
the confidence to pursue this as a 
competitive sport where they could 
participate in tournaments like 
some of our previous students have 
done in the past. 

Marvin (4A), Nina (4B), Farzan 
(5A), E Jay (5A), Sherisa (6A), Erica 
(6A), Daksha (7A), and Danya (7A) 
are the students who joined the 
ECA this academic year. 

“When this academic year started, I just decided upon any after school activity, but I am so glad that I picked tennis. Tennis allowed me to master a sport that I can play one-on-one or with a partner. I enjoyed learning the techniques that the coach taught us. The best part was that I realized that as the sessions went on I was able to better my form when it came to serving the ball.”
 
“Forehands, Backhands, and Slice Backhands are all groundstrokes. This is something that I learnt during this ECA. I loved when I was able to compete against my friends and show off the skills that I learnt. Although the coach is very technical and ensures that we understand the terms and techniques, I have gained a greater liking for this sport.”

~  Marvin Sandhu (4A) ~
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Engineering for Kids

The Engineering for Kids ECA always offers many 
benefits and exposes the students to many other fields. 
Besides the application of science and maths, learning 
to make quick decisions also teaches students how to 
become confident leaders when teamwork is required. 

“During this academic year, 2019-2020, we did pro-
jects as simple as making ice cream, to complex pro-
jects like hardware engineering.” 

However, this time around students were extremely enthusiastic about creating their own guitar 
controller for a special version, which they called Kelvin’s Guitar. “It was great! I now understand 
the differences between an acoustic and electrical instrument.” 

Students also learnt how to control a simulated robot arm when doing work that is too hazardous to 
humans, by designing a controller for a virtual robot arm on three axes. 
Having a small number of participants gives students the opportunity and advantage to work one-
on-one with the instructor which is beneficial to the students especially for the lower primary.
Engineers figure out how things work! “Being able to talk about and discuss the findings of a project 
impressed our instructor and parents.” We hope that the knowledge they gained and fun that was 
had from doing all the projects makes them better engineers. 

“I loved making ice-cream during this ECA because 
it was fun and easy. The ingredients are easy to get, 
we only need full cream milk, whipping cream, va-
nilla essence and sugar! When I first saw all the in-
gredients I was scared to make a big mess. But put-
ing the ingredients into a ziplock bag and shaking 
the cold freezing bag till we made ice-cream was 
fun. I kept singing shake, shake, shake...I will surely 
make it at home. I am so happy that I can make 
my own ice-cream!” 

~ Sammie Foong (3A) ~
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Basketball

If one were to join us on Friday during the Basketball ECA, you will see Ms. Chen 
(our female basketball coach), Ms. Jasmin (the supervising teacher), and a group of 
students consisting of enthusiastic boys and one strong girl. 

Our coach Ms. Chen keeps us on our feet despite the scorching sun and heat. With 
one loud whistle she has us practicing our running, dribbling, jumping and shooting 
skills. “My students truly enjoy basketball and it shows. No matter what I ask of 

them, they are willing to give it a try,” says 
Ms. Chen.

During Term II one of the greatest basket-
ball players, Kobe Bryant passed. As a team, 
we decided to do all that we could to live up 
to his famous quote. “Everything negative- 
pressure, challenges - are all an opportunity 
for me to rise.” And rise is exactly what we 
did in Term II. We dared to master some of 
his iconic moves on the court and our basket-
ball coach guided us in doing so. 

“I have always had a fascination for basket-
ball. When I was younger, my goal was to 
become an NBA player. Although now, I only 
truly play it during this ECA, I can say that 
it is still a sport that I love. This ECA, helps 
me to constantly improve my skills and learn 
to work on and with a team. If you are inter-
ested in basketball, I would suggest that you 
join this ECA, as you will have a lot of fun 
and get a great workout at the same time.”

“Playing basketball makes me work out. After a long day of studying, it is nice to chal-
lenge myself with a basketball game. I feel encouraged. Skill-building is what every 
youth basketball player should experience! Ms. Chen gave me a different perspective 
on things. Her style of coaching is laid back but also firm which allows us to have fun 
while learning the techniques we need. It is because of this ECA that I have started 
watching NBA and have somewhat of a new appreciation for WNBA games.”

~ Maab (11B) ~
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Guitar

Drums

The Guitar ECA is held from Mondays to Thurs-
days. It is an ECA where students work one to one 
with the instructor for about 30 minutes. “The focus 
of this ECA is for students to learn to play different 
songs and strumming patterns.

Seeing that the students may be more familiar with 
contemporary radio hits, it is exciting to see how 

The drums are a unique instrument as it is mainly a 
rhythm and percussion instrument. It does not have 
the usual melody or notes, but it is the instrument 
that connects and glues all the other instruments in 
a band. Timing, execution, and tidiness is the core 
essential for all drummers. When learnt properly, 
the possibilities of drums are endless.

If you want an ECA that encourages self-expression, 
improves motor skill development and also allows 
you to release some stress as you drum to your fa-
vourite tunes, this will be a great ECA for you. “An-
other perk of joining this ECA, is that you may even 
get the opportunity to be a part of the school band.”

fast they pick up the lessons and incorporate them while playing these songs.  Doing this gives 
students the necessary boost of confidence to pick up the guitar and try to strum the song they hear 
by ear.”  In class, students are taught by Mr Esmond to identify as well as play a range of notes, 
chords and melodies. Important techniques such as strumming, plucking and fingering are also 
involved.

“Whenever we have school events, I always envied the bands that seem to play so confi-
dently and effortlessly. I have always been drawn to the guitar that carries the melody 
of the song and adds so much depth. I learned how to read guitar musical sheets, as well 
as got familiar with the guitar strings and how to tune them to the right octave that the 
song is looking for. It’s fun to jam with my instructor as they push me to be more confident 
in playing, even if I tend to make mistakes in between.” - Daksha (7A)

“Whenever I am listening to a song, I am always drawn to 
the beat which is the backbone for any musical piece. Some 
of my drummer heroes are John Bonham, Taylor Hawkins 
and Lars Ulrich. It’s been exciting to learn interesting and 
unique techniques in this ECA.. Drumming makes me regu-
late my hand and feet movements simultaneously and that 
has definitely sharpened my overall focus and multitasking 
abilities. It’s fun emulating my heroes, trying to play drum-
ming over their tracks.”

~ Lim Ze Han (3A) ~
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Piano

Vocal
During vocal ECA lessons, Ms. Lisa helped 
students to improve their singing skills and 
confidence. The focus this academic year was 
to teach students to sing pop songs. “I decid-
ed to focus on pop songs this academic year. 
Pop songs are very popular so the children are 
somewhat familiar with the songs. I have also 
seen that when students learn pop songs their 
stress levels reduce and their mood becomes 
much better. It is great to see them singing 
their stress away during my ECA.”

Students who took the vocal ECA were also encouraged to participate in our school’s performances 
and events. By participating, students practiced what they had learnt and were also able to identi-
fy skills that needed improvement. “This ECA has given me the confidence to go on stage and sing. 
I love participating during Diwali, Christmas, Chinese New Year, Valentine, Teachers Day and 
Hari Raya. Ms. Lisa is a great teacher and I am so glad I joined this ECA.”

“Pop songs are my favourite and I love singing them. During this ECA Ms. Lisa allows me 
to sing my favourite pop songs. Learning to sing my favorite songs but also learning how 
to put my own spin on it has been an amazing learning experience. My aim is to eventual-
ly join a singing talent competition outside of school and I am hoping that I will be able 
to become one of the top 3 contestants during this competition.” - Akshainie (6A)

If you were to pass by Studio 3 from Monday to Thursday, 
you will hear Ms. Lisa and her ECA students working on 
the arrangements that they have decided to work on for that 
academic year.  Most students may find  learning to play 
piano a daunting prospect but Ms Lisa manages to make it 
fun enough for them to fully immerse themselves. “Learning 
to play musical instruments is definitely enriching. 

“Everytime I hear a song that I like on the radio, I always want to try and play it on the piano. But with-
out proper knowledge of the keys and reading music, I have always found it a bit difficult to do so, until 
I joined this ECA. We learn how to determine the key of the songs and read the music sheets and learn to 
play them on the piano. What makes this more fun is that we practice with new and latest hits that are 
currently in rotation on the radio. Once we learn and study the music sheets in full, we practice on the 
piano until we are perfect. It’s always fun to show off my skills to my parents and also my friends get very 
excited to hear my play as they are familiar with these current songs. Now not only have I become more 
confident to play in public, but I always try to play by ear any song I like and put the notes down in paper 
and work on them until I get them perfect. I love that it challenges me mentally.” 
- Siri (3B)
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Choir

Every Tuesday, Ms. Wong and her students have their songs and voices ready to partake 
in the ECA. The Tanarata School Choir consists of both primary and secondary students. 
As part of the school choir, students learn to sing in different languages. They perform 
Mandarin songs during Chinese New Year, English songs during Teacher’s Day, and Ma-
lay songs during Hari Raya. Students get a chance to explore the art of singing using a 
balance of traditional and modern music styles. They also experience singing with instru-
mental accompaniment and acapella. “Being part of the school choir gives me a sense of 
belonging. I love to sing, and being able to sing with my friends is amazing.”

During this ECA, “I ensure that singers 
learn to use healthy singing techniques, de-
velop beautiful tonal quality and sight-read 
rhythms and pitches. Singing in different 
languages allows them to explore different 
cultures through song and dramatically ex-
press stories and emotions through singing. 
In addition, students learn to listen as an 
ensemble, work together as a team, develop 
greater poise, discipline, build confidence 
and stage presence.”

“This term I surprised myself by learning a 
Mandrin song. I never knew that I would 
be able to learn the words, let alone sing 
it in key. I am so thankful to Ms. Wong for 
guiding me and teaching me the correct 
pronunciation of the words. It also filled me 
with pride when I was able to confidently 
go up on stage and sing this song in front 
of the entire school. I can’t wait to join this 
again next year.”

~ Koo Tanya (4B) ~

If you love singing your favourite songs and would love to sing during the various school 
events, this ECA is one that you should join.

Some participants:
Chelsea (3B), Lee E (3B), Koo Tanya (4B), 
Yap Soon Wei (4B), and Anushka (3B).
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Zumba

The Zumba ECA is conducted three 
times a week by one of our talented 
parents, Ms. Shuba. She has divided 
the classes into three separate groups 
to allow for the various levels of in-
struction needed for each age group. 
Therefore, Mondays have been allocat-
ed for the Year 1s, Wednesday for Year 
2 and Year 3s, and Thursday for Year 
4s and above.

“I joined Zumba to help keep me fit.  In addition to keeping fit, I made new friends 
and learnt a few impressive dance moves. I really enjoyed the Zumba ECA. Learn-
ing the choreography for Dance Monkey and a Zumba-Bhangra number for Sports 
Day was the most fun I have had. It took us a while to get the timings right and not 
bump into each other during the different formations but with the mistakes and 
the laughs came a successful performance.”  Akshainie Somanadhan (6A)    

Students involved in this ECA:

Gsanii (3A), Navya (3B), Xin Ying (3B), Siri (3B), Sarah (3A), 
Chelsea (3B), Krishika (3B), Shaswata (3B), Manjusha (3A), 
Anjali (2B), Mandeera (2B), Arini (2A), Vorenica (2A), Nura 
(2B), Gnanasritha (3B), Meha (4A), Alysha (4A), Keisha (4B), 
Gayani (4B), Koo Tanya (4B), Akshainie (6A), Lim Ni Hui 
(6A), Antika (6A) Goh Xin Tian (6B), Ashi (6B), Shanice (6B), 
Sena (6B), Pei Xuan (6A), Abhishikha (4A), Rina (8A), 
Lim Yu Jing (8A), Sathmi (8B), Felicia (4B) and Nina (4B).

“After I joineded Zumba, my dancing has im-

proved. I get a chance to perform for most of 

our school’s events. I’ve dance for Deepavali, 

Chinese New Year and Sports Day”  

~ Vorenica Ann (2A) ~
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TCC (Tanarata Community Club)

The newly formed TCC committee is a strong team of members that are looking forward 
to help and contribute to the success of the school’s events and are willing to take the 
extra mile to bring a smile on the face of the students and teachers of the school. 
TCC has involved in various contributions of the school’s events.

We started off with an amazing decoration at the water side cafeteria for Christmas, it 
was  a lot of effort put in by the team along with the help of so many volunteer parents 
and the result was truly amazing.

Then there was the Chinese New Year decorations, 
which made the entrance of the MPH look colorful and 
festive.

The sports day was a super success, food stalls were set 
up to raise funds for the student’s year end activities, 
Dominoes Pizzas was a super hit among the children, 
and most of the TCC members were also part of the Zum-
ba performance that was part of the sports day event.
While we were gearing up for the Earth day week, and 
planning different activities we had to put a hold on it 
due to the unprecedented situation that the whole world 
is going through due to the Covid 19 pandemic. We are 
keeping our fingers crossed and hoping that everything 
gets back to normal and the team can continue to give 
their best .
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I would like to take this opportunity to introduce 
the new committee led by Mrs. Barnali Guha

Treasurer: Mr. Teo

Teachers in charge : Ms Hiramani , Ms. Norazlin

President-Ms  Vidhya Aratish

Secretary -Mr  Somanadhan

Social Activities -Ms Shubha Malatesh,
Ms Jeyashree Jeganathan, Ms Chika Gonja,Ms 
Anita Gatani

Fund Raising – Mr Philip Wong,Ms Vicky,Ms Kah 
Ling,Mr Krishna Raj

Reading Programme – Ms Shelly Sehgal,Ms Sush-
ma ,Ms SriKrupa ,Ms Sadhana Tiwari

Community Services : Ms Julie Das, Ms Sophia 
Muneer

We hope to see you all soon in the next academic 
year 2020-2021, and until then Stay safe and take 
care.
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